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By the Book: A resource...

Deeper problems in eco-fee...
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MORE ON GREEN

No thinking required

If you went to The Ex this year,

you became part of a great

garbage initiative. And you

probably weren’t even aware of it.
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GREEN AT HOME

Earth Day: 10 tips

for a clean, green

spring
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It's that time of year again. When the

sun starts to shine, we want our homes

to shine as well. Cleaning in a green

way is best for you and your home, and

takes no extra effort — it's just a

matter of changing the way you clean.

I know what you're thinking – do "green" household cleaners really work? Yep – because it turns out that our

households don't need to be sterilized. No surface is going to stay sanitized for very long. Remember,

disinfectants can be poisonous, as they are regulated as pesticides. There are many affordable and worthwhile

green options, so why use chemicals? We have become accustomed to buying separate cleaners for each part

of the house, but we simply don't need to use ALL the cleaning products that are available.

There are many natural products on the market and just as many eco-friendly ways to keep clean by using

everyday items. Take a look around your kitchen cupboards for

some effective solutions so you don't have to use harmful

chemical-based cleaners or spend extra money.

Here are some tips to help you get started:

1. Educate yourself! Not only can cleaning product companies keep

their ingredients a secret, but they can label themselves organic,

natural, non-toxic and biodegradable without any actual

certification. If you'd rather not use household cleaners like vinegar,

baking soda or Borax, definitely do some research and look for

trustworthy green brands like Method, Natureclean and Seventh

Generation.

2. Bicarbonate of soda is a whiz at getting lots of surfaces clean; a

couple of tablespoons of bicarb and some hot water works like a

treat for getting rid of burnt-on food from casserole dishes or

removing scuff marks from floors. Use as a cleaner, deodorizer,

scouring powder, water softener and much more.

3. Borax is an effective alternative to harsh chlorine bleach.

4. When we use the word "fragrance" we generally mean scent.

When manufacturers use it they may be disguising the fact that
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